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1. How can industrial designers assist architects to realise architectural designs above and beyond traditional 
construction / procurement methods? 
Answer : By enabling an investigation of a broad range of design, material, and manufacturing options that 
might not be obvious to the architect or construction team. Based on their broad manufacturing knowledge 
and design capability an industrial designer may offer non-traditional solutions that may offer a better project 
outcome for the architect.

2. How can architects collaborate with an industrial designer to deliver your architectural vision? 
Answer: an architect may engage directly with an industrial designer as a consultant during the design phase 
of a project and possibly engage them in a ‘design & construct’ capacity to deliver certain elements of the 
project.

3. How can operable technology be integrated into designs to improve efficiency, flexibility and functionality? 
Answer: Moving elements offer flexibility in function and an opportunity to optimise environmental conditions. 
They can facilitate a shift in functionality and provide a more versatile space which can respond to a range of 
different inputs. For example an operable roof may offer ventilation or improved solar access, or a moving wall 
may reconfigure a room based on the specific event requirements.

4. Highlight the differences between architecture and industrial design detailed drawings and where you would 
use an industrial designer? 
Answer: Within drawings specifically an industrial designer typically exports digital files directly for 
manufacturing whereas architectural drawings are typically interpreted by the fabricator. Architecture is 
the discipline or practice of designing and constructing buildings as a whole whereas industrial designers 
traditionally design an individual element within that space, so where a specific feature requires a focused 
design exercise due to material or manufacturing risk, it may warrant an industrial designers input.

5. How does the sun-shading system on the UTS Reading Rooms work? And where did the industrial designer 
add the most value to this project? 
Answer: The sun-shading system utilises a standard brand (Somfy) of ‘roller blind’ motor and its related control 
system technology to operate the custom designed louvres. An industrial designer was able to interpret the 
architects design conceptual drawings and preliminary models, complete a design study to confirm feasibility 
of the overall concept, and ultimately design, construct, and install the entire feature. The Industrial designer 
added value by being able to take contractual responsibility for the design and delivery of a relatively 
complex and otherwise risky design feature.
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6. How difficult is it for architects to incorporate industrial design in their projects? 
The barriers to successful design integration often lie in a lack of project delivery confidence and concerns 
over contractual responsibility. An architect needs to develop a relationship with a design firm who can 
explore new ideas and confirm the feasibility of the concept before committing to the detailed design. The 
feasibility assessment should consider not just the design in general, but the complexities of installation and 
maintenance methodology as well. 
From a project management perspective, an industrial design firm that assumes contractual responsibility for 
design, manufacture, installation and maintenance of the feature provides the confidence a client needs to 
pursue creative architecture.


